Thursday 30th March, 2006

SEIKO Sportura - Two new All-Star Chronographs
With the addition of two entirely new chronograph calibers, the Sportura collection re-inforces
its position as one of the world's most powerful sports watch collections which now has six
distinct calibers. Among the calibers are analog and duo-display, quartz and Kinetic. For the
first time SEIKO presents women's models in this truly unrivalled collection of chronographs.
This diversity of calibers and references is counter pointed by a unity in design. All Sportura
designs have one single set of functions and one unique visual signature. All Sportura watches
are chronographs, whether for 1/10 second, 1/100 second or 1/1000 second timing. All have
10 bar water resistance and sapphire crystals for durability and safety of performance, and all
have iconic easy-to-read dials with a non-reflective coating on the glass and dial layouts
shaped for maximum legibility. Sportura is designed for motor sports, and every detail is
crafted to be of maximum benefit for those who love speed, sport and success.
TThe 1/100 second Retrograde Chronograph Caliber, 7T82.

SEIKO Sportura
SPC001 SPC003
This new caliber sets a new standard for analog timing,
with quartz accuracy to 1/100 second for up to 120 minutes

This all-new caliber breaks the precision barrier for analog chronographs by providing the
ability to time, to 1/100 second quartz accuracy, up to 120 minutes of action. The minute dial,
at the six o'clock position, counts to 40 minutes before returning immediately and
automatically restarting. At the 12 o'clock position, the split-second dial encases two hands,
one for 1/10 second and one for 1/100's so that, as with all Sportura designs, the chronograph
date is presented separately for the time of day, ensuring maximum legibility, even at high
speed. The new caliber is available with either a jet black dial or a honeycomb design. The
motor sport motif is reflected throughout the design - the side profile is inspired by the
aerodynamics of an F-1 car and the new attachment allows the watch to fit perfectly around
the wrist, inside or outside a driver's suit.

The stream-lined new profile of the 1/100 second Retrograde Chronograph,
with the new attachment for a precise fit to the wrist.

The 1/1000 second Duo-Display Alarm Chronograph Caliber, H024
This remarkable new caliber is the ultimate "high-specification" sports chronograph. It times up
to 24 hours in 1/1000 second increments and has both lap times and countdown facilities to
ensure its suitability for sports timing of all types whether on land or on water, and on two
wheels or four. In addition, it features a perpetual calendar and dual alarm function.

SEIKO Sportura
SNJ019 SNJ021
The highest-specification chronograph
in the Sportura line-up times to 1/1000 second.

As in all Sportura designs, legibility is maximized with the non-reflective sapphire crystal and
with an analog read out of elapsed seconds around the inside of the minute track.
This duo-display caliber is presented in two variations, one with a steel bracelet and the other
with a leather strap. Both are, of course, 10 bar water resistant with a screw case back and
both have ion-coated bezels and full stainless steel cases.
Design that is tuned for high-performance racing
The 2006 design is tuned for racing. There are new engines in the new chronograph calibers.
There is a new chassis in the sleek aerodynamic new cases and even the suspension is new,
with all the attachments having a new and more flexible construction.

Specifications:
* Case: Stainless steel with screw case back
* Glass: Sapphire crystal
Band: Solid stainless steel with three-fold clasp with push button release
*
(SPC001/SNJ019)

* Patterned leather strap with specially designed solid stainless steel buckle
(SPC003/SNJ021)
* Water resistance: 10 Bar
Caliber Details:
1/100 second retrograde chronograph caliber, 7T82
* 3 hands with calendar
* 1/100 second hand
* 1/10 second hand
* 40-minute retrograde chronograph hand
* Chronograph to 120 minutes in 1/100 second increments
* Lap time and demonstration function on demand
Retail price: The approximate recommended retail price range in Europe is
*
from Euro 550 to 595
1/1000 second duo-display alarm chronograph caliber, H024
* 2 hands
* Chronograph in digital format to 24 hours in 1/1000 second increments
* 100 split/lap time memory
* Count down timer for 24 hours
* Fully automatic calendar, correct until 2055
* 2 channel Daily alarm
Retail price: The approximate recommended retail price range in Europe is
*
from Euro 525 to 575.
LCD panel layout for SNJ019 / 021 is subject to change

